Abstract. In this note, the existence of an aliquot sequence with more than 5092 monotonically increasing even terms is proved; the first 125 terms are listed.
if, moreover, iq,mi+,) = I, the conditions are satisfied for k = i + 1. The conditions are satisfied for i = 0 and, hence, n0 < n,, < • • • < n{ < ni+1 as long as (q, mx) = 1. As long as t'(m) < q, obviously (q, t'(m)) = 1. Therefore, we take for v the largest even perfect number known [8] . This gives Theorem 2. Let v = 219936<7, q = 219937 -1, q prime; then the terms of the aliquot sequence v-21, s(v-21), ••■ , s\v-27), •■■ increase monotonically at least up to 5509V27).
Proof. According to Theorem 1 the terms of the sequence are given by u-27, si+1(i>-27) = p.;i + 1(27) (i = 0, 1, 2, • • •), as long as iq, t\21)) = 1. Now IT,6-"/*,-< q < IP,6-2/>¿; f°r the terms t\21) < q we find with the lemma: ;-i Pi -l I Table 1 gives the first 125 terms of the sequence ¿(27), r2(27), • • ■ .In order to apply Theorem 1, the condition rI25+'(27) < i125(27)(16.0132y < q has to be satisfied; this is so, if /' g 4967. Therefore, the number of monotonically increasing terms of the sequence t'(21) (i = 1, 2, • • •), and thus of the aliquot sequence s\v21) (i = 1, 2, • ■ •), is certainly 125 + 4967 = 5092.
The behaviour of the first 125 terms of the sequence, shown in Table 1 , suggests that the actual number of monotonically increasing terms t'(27) < q is much greater than 5092. From the term t'iTI) that equals or exceeds q onwards, it is possible that a term contains the prime factor q; from that term the behaviour of the terms of the aliquot sequence becomes virtually unpredictable.
Finally, we remark that if there are an infinity of even perfect numbers, it is possible to construct, given any number N > 0, an aliquot sequence whose first N terms are monotonically increasing.
Remark. Mr. H. W. Lenstra, Jr. (University of Amsterdam) has communicated to the author a proof of the fact that it is possible to construct such a sequence.
